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We show that a &-free graph with e edges has 
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at most (e/3)$ triangles. This supercedes a 
bound of Moon and Moser and is strict when e = 3nZ for any whole number n. 
e show that a X,-free graph with e edges has at most (e/3)$ ttiangles. This is 
strict for the disjoint union of a complete balanced tripartite graph with any 
number of isolated nodes. In Fig 1, this bound is compared with other results. 
graph has e edges and t triangles, then t s (e/3)% 
t V, E and T be the nodes, edges and triangles of a &-free graph, G. 
For each Q E V, let N= be the neighbo of a and let P, be the edges with both 
ends in N,. Since each edge (a, b) is in n Nbl triangles, t = 3 &cr,bjEE IA!,, n A/& 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Again since edge (a, b) is in INa fl Nbl triangles and using the fact that 
(+(C(+3pmBncl 
gives 






Fig. 1. Feasible &-free graphs: kzt n, e, and t be the number of nodes, edges and triangles in a 
graph. The dark are 1 shows the -Ixssible combinations of these in a &-free graph. It is bounded on 
the left by t<(e,‘3$, on the right by ta(9en - 2n 3 - 2(n2 - 3e)$/27 (Fisher and Solow [3]), and 
below by the trivial d a 0. These are strict (up to lower order terms) and imply f G n3/27 (horizontal 
n and ser [S]), e < ir2/3 (vertical ine - Turtin [8]), t d (2e)?/Q (left curve - Erdiis and 
), t3 ntje/(3n) (right curve - Nordhaus and Stewart (7]), r: G en/9 (left diagonal 
oon and Moser [5]), and t 3 (4e - n2)n/9 (right diagonal line - BoIloMs [l]). The curves and 
the right diagonal line are also bounds for all (not necessarily &-free) graphs. While the left curve is 
t (up to lower order terms), no known graph lies to the right of the dark area. 
ne other important bound is t a (e - ]a2/4])[n/2] for n2/4 G e c [n’/k] + [n/2] (Nikiforov and 
dzhiivanov [6] and LovaSz and Simonovits [4]). This muid appear a3 a vanishingly short (as 
n -+ 0~) line tangent to the dark area’s right boundary at e - n2/4. 
for (a, b) E E. So if (a, b, c) E T, t 
(r, s) E E so u = pj.l+ p-y 2 lPol + 
e- i 
The nttmbzr of tricangles in a 
asymptotically strict for t e f~llQw~~g fa
ave nodes labelle ,I,...&/Tej ( 
ect nodt 0 to the first k n 
that the total n is e. Since G, is t 
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